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Chapter I 
THID PRO:BLDt 
The purpose of this stuey was to find l"thether the concrete materials 
designed by Dr~ Catherine Stern for pre-school and primary grade arith~ 
metic might not also serve as a successful approach to remedial w·ork in 
arithmetic at the sixth~ade level~ The materials have been designed to 
teach the .four fundamental whole~number and fractional processes to the 
child from four to seven years of age. In the present investigation, 
these materials have been presented to five sixth grade pupils, in the 
manner that is prescribed by Dr. Stern in her recent book, Children 
Discover Arithmetic~l In other words, the teaching technique has remained 
unchanged while the learning situation has been altered. Five pupils \'tere 
used because that number represented the optimum number that could be 
handled under the restrictions imposed by the supply of concrete materials~ 
It will become obvious that the method of solution chosen for the 
problem has severe limitations~ The conclusions obtained will, of neces~ 
sity, encompass a scope only so large as the remedial group. The effica-
cy of the concrete approach in general will remain in doubt~ This would 
be serious were it not for the fact that justification is to be considered 
in terms of this ,.,ork' s being an orientation stucy~ .A:l orientation stuey, 
1 Catherine Stern, Children Discover Arithmetic, New York, 
Harper and Brothers, 1949~ 
j_ 
in this case, is considered to be one that attempts to discover the problems 
which must be overcome before scientific research can be done in areas 
where concrete materials are used~ A better understanding of this kind of 
justification ,.,ill be made possible through the reading of Tobias Dantzig' s 
words: 
The history of mathematics~~~shows that the progress of mathematics 
has been most erratic, and that intuition has played a predominant 
r .ole in it~ Distant outposts were acquired before the intermediate 
territory had been explored~ It was the function of intuition to 
create new forms; it was the acknm.,rledged right of logic to accept 
or reject these forms, in whose birth.!!~~ :part~ :But the 
decisions of the judge were slow in coming, and in the meantime 
the children had to live, so while \~iting for logic to sanctify 
their existence, they throve and multiplied~l 
That mathematics, so rigorous as to be called "The Handmaiden of 
Science, 11 should permit intuition may startle some~ The quotation "tas 
chosen for that reason~ The fears of some that research cannot be too 
guideposts are needed as much in the field of research as in the theory of 
number~ This study is intended to be a guidepost~ It is intended to 
indicate the research problems fostered in situations involving concrete 
presentation; not to solve those problems~ An appreciation for this need 
of orientation in the area of research concerned with the use of concrete 
materials may be gained through the reading of Chapter II, ~ Review ,2! 
Research~ Literature, in which philosophy, as opposed to true research, 
is predominant~ Strange as it may seem, the paucity of real research into 
1 Tobias Dantzig, NUlllber, ~ Language .2f. Science, New York, 
The Macl!illan Co~, 1945, p~ 180~ 
2 
areas where concrete materials are employed justifies the existence of one 
more work which will not materially affect that paucity~ 
The Catherine Stern concrete materials were chosen for study for the 
reason that they satisfy the latest and most authoritative criteria for an 
arithmetic teaching technique~ These standards include: 1) A mathemat-
ically systematic approach, 2) A concrete basis, 3) Meaningfulness, and, 
4) Fulfillment of child development principles. All four points are 
admitted into the learning situation through the use of the Stern materials~ 
The same cannot be said about any other known concrete gp:proach~ Most of 
them fail on point 1)~ Stern phrases the issue nicely when she says: 
It has aJ.WB\Y"S been the job of the educator to put abstract number 
relations into a concrete form which is adapted to the child1s 
interest and his mental capacities. But while we adjust our teach-
ing to fit the inner nature of the chUd, we must do so without 
damaging the inner nature of mathematics~l 
Since the Stern materials have been designed to fulfill most of the 
criteria set up by the authorities in arithmetic, they should be evaluated 
as to their validity and use at higher educational levels than those for 
which they were built~ At the same time, a good opportunity occurs to 
discover what research problems exist in experimental work which attempts 
to study the nature of learning that is based on the use of concrete 
materials~ 
1 Stern, op. cit~, P• 3~ 
3 
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Chapter II 
REVIE'I'T OF RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
In the course of the solution of this thesis, two main factors ~nll 
1 have to be considered. The first factor is related to the nature of the 
study and has to do i•Ti th remedial teaching~ The second is related to the 
nature of the materials being studied and is concerned with the problems 
arising because of the use of the concrete approach~ 
One particular phase of the concrete e;p:proa.ch is especially pertinent 
to this study~ That is the "theory of measurement~" This theory suggests, 
as its name implies, that number is used to measure quantity~ Just as it 
is incorrect to add 3 feet to 18 inches l'Ti thout first transforming to a 
common unit, so is it incorrect to add 3 horses to 18 men without finding 
a common unit~ In the latter case, some such unit a.s 11 animate object" 
'rould have to be used. Since the number system is al1qays used to quantify 
homogeneous objects, any concrete representation of it will have to show 
this ft>...ct by being based on a stendard unit~ Some people have tried to 
represent the number system with non~sta.ndardized concrete objects, such 
as oranges, pebbles, buttons, and the like, but 3 oranges can stand for 
/three oranges only; not for the number 3~ If, however, as with the I . 
' Catherine Stern materiaJ.s, a standard unit of measurement is adopted and 
used, it is possible to say that a certain block represents the number 3 
.I if it is exactly 3 times the length of the standard unit~ 
I. 
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has been placed on the use of concrete materials in the development of the 
many methodologies of teaching arithmetic~ 
To indicate \rhere the emphasis must be placed in the writings of the 
various authors at least three main divisions are possible~ They e: 
11) Concrete, 2) Social, and 3) Systematic~ Used in combination, nine 
separate categories emerge, with a possible tenth which is not yet 
to any author~ These ten categories are: 
pplicablel 
1~ Concrete 
2~ Concrete and systematic 
3~ Concrete and Social 
4~ Social 
5~ Social and concrete 
6~ Social and systematic 
7" Systematic 
8~ Systematic and socie~ 
9· Systematic and concrete 
10~ Concrete, systematic and social 
In the interpretation of these nine categories, three noints st be 
made~ The first is that degree of emphasis is to be the cr~terion rl or nlac-
ing an author in a category. For this reason, category 2) is not s onomous 
with category 9)~ Although both categories suggest that a synthesi of the 
1 two factors concrete and systematic has tru{en place, the synthesis s never 
complete~ Therefore, an author shall be placed in category 1) when he 
emphasizes the concrete to a greater degree than the systematic, an , he 
Shall be placed in category 9) when the reverse is true~ 
I 
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The second point to be made cannot be stressed enough~ Th t . I ese , a; egor1.es 
are arbitrary, non..:rigid, and subj~ctive. I . : They are organizing generaliz~ 
tions whose function is to bring trends of methodology into relief~ They 
must not be thought of as definitely placing an author in one patte or 
another, nor must they be thought of as telling the \'lhole story about the 
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1~ More achievement resulted with individual instruction alone 
than with individual instruction and class room instruction 
together • . 
2. Lower I~~~ pupils needed more time for equal increments 
in achievement~ 
3~ Little gain was made in areas where serious difficulties 
were encountered. 
4. Improvement was possible, but grade norms could not always 
be achieved~ 
The importance of Cooke 1s work, however, lies in the fact that he 
published a follow..:;up stueyl one year later~ In this article he connnented 
on the permanence and efficacy of remediation~ He discovered that: 
1~ The order of permanence of elimination of process difficulties 
was division, subtraction, multiplication, and addition~ 
2~ Seventy-one percent of the initial difficulties had been 
eliminate~ 
3~ lA:ore new difficulties arose than were eliminated~ 
E:e concluded thc.~t the program in remedial. work must be a continuous one. 
In 1942, :Bemis and Trow did a follow-up stuccy-2 of remedial. teaching 
in arithmetic which allowed a two-year time span to intervene~ The initial 
learning situation was not discussed~ Twelve pupils were paired for I~~~. 
age, and retardation~ One group was given remedial 'I'TOrk while the other 
\lias retained as a control group~ The only conclusion drawn was that 
remedial instruction helps some but not others to achieve normal progress 
and to maintain it~ I They noticed, however, that the control group showed 
variations in progress and so suggested that better group measuring devices 
were necessary and that arithmetic progress is a function of a developmental 
factor~ 
1 Dennis H. Cooke, "Diagnostic and Remedial Treatment in .AJ:oithmetic, 
II, 11 Peabod)v Journal .2f Education, 10: 167-71, Nov~ 1 32~ 
2 Eaton o. :Bemis and Tro,.,, W'illiam c., "Remedial Arithmetic After 
~.,o Years," Journal of Educational Research, 35: 443-52, Feb. 1 42~ 
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The short historical sketch just presented sho\..rs that remedial teaching I 
has travelecl a path that started l.rith one hundred percent mastery of skills 
through drill and has arrived at a point 1.rhere concepts and 1mderstandings 
are stressecl through the use of concrete materials~ 
Implications . .!2£ ~ Stu£ir 
In connection '\"lith this study, some of the points brought out are more 
important than others~ It may be expected, ho'\"rever, that: 
1~ At least a more favorable attitude toward arithmetic ,,.till 
result \'lith remedial teaching~ 
2~ ~l.here computational rucill is stressed, permanence of 
learning will be less stable~ 
3. Where there are serious diffim:uties, little gain \'till 
res'lllt~ 
4~ Imp:rovement may take place, but grade norms may not be 
rea.c~hed~ 
5· New difficulties will accompany the dispersal of · old 
difficulties. 
6~ I.Q,,. scores will not necessarily be highly correlated 
to arithmetic achievement~ 
7~ A dcwelopmental factor \fill be in operation~ 
8~ Conc~rete materials should aid the learning of concepts. 
9. The case history-type experiment will prove to be the most 
valj'.d research procedure. 
10. . The remedial teaching of concepts \..rill be more difficult than 
the remedial teaching of skills~ 
11. Faulty habits . and responses based on emotional factors may 
be El iminated~ 
The following implications for this study could not be taken advantage 
of because of' administration difficulties peculiar to the nature and locaJ.e 
of the study itself: 
1. There is more achievement with individual instruction than both 
individual instruction and class room instruction~ 
2~ Lo\'ler I~Q,~ pupils need more time for learning than higher 
I~Q,. pupils~ 
3~ The :remedial program should be a continuous one~ 
4~ Better group tests should_be developed for the measurement 
of arithmetic achievement~ 
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ties~ 11 For much of the time after Dewey, the same concept, when it \'las 
taught, was developed through the functionaJ. problems a child might meet~ 
~ no means does this mean that concrete objects were not used~ However, 
Stern believes that the meanings lying behind number symbols lllllst be dis~ 
covered thrC>ugh the use of objects which truly depict the system upon which 
the science of number is built~ 
Froebel. (1787-1852) added little more than refinement to the sense;.; 
impression ciLoctrine as set forth by Pestalozzi~ He designed certain con-
crete objects, called 11gifts, 11 which were to develop the senses in a sys-
tematic way~ It must be noted, however, that his method was not systematic 
with respect to the relationships that are a part of the mathematical design~ 
It most certainly can be said, however, that he emphasized a concrete 
approach to learning~ 
Concrete ~ Szstematic 
The next phase in this historical development most nearly corresponds 
to the position taken by Catherine Stern. She has been classified under 
"systematic and concrete, 11 since her greatest stress is placed on the im~ 
portance of keeping the number system i ntact, although she has ingeniously 
devised to d.t:> so through the use of concrete materials~ 
The catl9gory now under discussion is best exemplified by the writings 
of Seguin (lgl2-1889) and Montessori (1870~ ) ~ The former was a peysicia.n 
who speciaJ.i:~ed in the treatment of mental diseases, concentrating much of 
his attention on idiots~ He is mentioned here for the reason that Montessori 
utilized many of his methods and much of his equipment in developing her 
-~~~~ ____ ==c====· =-~=~=-========~~~=-~=-=-=-============~--=-========~! 
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course, by acts of physical construction; it is not the mere per~ 
ception of the things which gives us the idea, but the employing 
of the things in~ constructive waz~"l 
Many modern \~Titers have blamed the proponents of the Rousseau doc-
trine for the decrease in the use of concrete materials. It is clear, 
ho'tvever, from what has been said above, that those who suggested the 
development of faculties meant it to be done through a gradual transition 
from the concrete to the abstract faculty~ Strangely enough, Dewey's 
writings have probably done as much to destroy the concrete basis for 
learning as have the 't'll'itings of Rousseau, although it is equally clear 
that Dewey did not mean it to be so. An extreme interpretation of D~rey 
led to the situation which existed in the late 30's and early 40's wherein 
the so-called :progressive schools relied so heavily on the child's interests 
that they found it impossible to introduce concrete materials not asked for 
by the child himself. The same sort of reasoning made it impossible to 
teach any subject systematica~ly since a child1 s interests were not ap{ 
to develop in the same way that a :partietllar subject should be organized~ 
Beyond the functional idea tha.t has been ove:r·~stressed for Dewey by 
many of his adherents, there is also another idea :present in the quotation 
given above. It has to do with arithmetic and. is :perhaps better said by 
Shouse~ 11 The number idea CC'..nnot be e.nything but abstract~ It must be 
thought into the concrete situation and is not inherent in it~ 11 2 What he 
really maintains is that the number system cannot be made concrete~ He 
1 James A. McLellan and John Dewey, ~ Pszchology of Number, 
New York, D. Appelton and Co., 1895, P• 61. 
2 J~ ::s. Shouse, 11 The Difficulty of the Concrete, 11 School 
Science~ ~!athematics, 37: 937-45, 1937, p~ 941~ 
=====i!o=--- --

cal, and :practiea1.~ 11 1 This is a tall order. Her elaboration on the subject 
however, reveals that she 'lrfould like the approach to arithmetic to be 
historical in order to create the interest and restll tant understanding that 
has been obtained in other subjects through a similar approach~ 
Renfrow2 offers the sBme reasoning for his assertion that arithmetic 
shouJ.d be taught historically~ He would aJ.so like n'Ulllber to be given a 
cultural meaning~ Conant:3 too, takes the attitude that science, which 
:presumably includes mathematics, shotud be taught historically~ He ad-
vances the theory for different reasons and for higher levels of education, 
but he represents rather \"tell the :position taken by those who would like to 
expand on the historical, social, cultural, and functional aspects of the 
sciences, while deemphasizing the logical r ieidity and the stereotyped 
methods of these same sciences. The accomplishment of this aim would tend 
to make social sciences out of what are nm1 considered sciences-proper, or 
the 11 tools11 of the sociaJ. sciences. The reader is \'larned that there is 
much more to the social approach than can be said here, especiaJ.ly in the 
area that takes up the practica~ teaching of the content which makes up 
the historical or social curriculum~ 
Social ~ Concrete 
In 1924, a boo~ was :published which was designed to stimulate interest 
1 Elsie Ripley Clapp, 11 Children1 s Mathematics," Progressive 
Education, 5: 131~35, 1928, p~ 133~ 
2 OWen i'l. Renfrow, "Backgrounds of .Arithmetic," National 
Education Association Journal, 34: 66, Mar~ 145~ 
3 James Bryant Conant, On Understanding Science, New Haven, 
I Yale University Press, 1947~ 
\ 4 Lavine Lockhart, A. 0~ Eldredge, and J. 0~ Brow, lfumber Helps, 
--o-==-=--=-=-~lQ.hic;~p_~d_l.fcliall;y~d C_o=-~•=l£l~•===== ============!1==-~----
in the learning of arithmetic. It consisted almost entirely of games that 
could be played while learning number facts~ There were also some sugges-
tions for concrete objects which could be manipulated by the pupils, as 
well as a section on sense training~ He was not explicit as to his educa-
tional philosophy, but there were indications that he differed from ~tey 
only in that he believed social activities, such as games, would create 
meaning, where Dew·ey wanted the activities to be both social and con-
structive~ 
Voorhees followed along \..ri th Delorey but gave stress to a point that had 
been largely overlooked in the many attempts to make learning functional~ 
In reporting on the arithmetic program in a specific school, she said: 
"Here we find that programs based on activities and experience 
necessarily follow t\'to lines of development~ The first, through 
actual use satisfies the demands that arithmetic shall meet an 
immediate and vital need in the child's life. The second, through 
imagination and applied use gives recognized opportunity for fur-
ther discovery and expression."l 
The "imagination and applied use" of \..rhich she speaks was the practice 
of introducing concrete materials which would interest the child yet carry 
him forward in arithmetic~ One such object, for example, was a puzzle 
which when fitted together properly r endered a. picture on one side and a 
correct number fact on the other. A1 though 1 t seems necessary to find a 
.
1 
way to all0\'1 Dewey's philosophy to parmi t progress, or, to put it 
wq, to permit children to expand their activities into important 
I matter areas, it does not seem realistic, nor logically, sound to 
the use of the kinds of subversive tactics employed by Voorhees~ 
another 
subject 
do so by 
1 Margaretta Voorhees , "Ue-..r :M:etho~ in ~ithmetic," Progressive 
Education, 5: 125-30, Apr • ..June, 1 28, p~ 127~ 





, 
significant aspects of number~ 11 1 
GTo.ssnickle, Metzner, and i•Tade have developed materials which are 
claimed to be organized around the number system. They sey of their 
materials: 
"They present experiences to pupils in an organized form~ An 
organized subject matter such as arithmetic is demands organized 
experiences for its efficient study and understanding~ 11 2 
From an observation of these materials as used by several elementary 
teachers, it seems valid to assert that either they are not completely or-
ganized in terms of the number system, or that the teachers do not know 
their number system~ If the latter is true, it may mean that it truly takes 
more than a set of concrete materials to completely represent the continuity 
of arithmetical relationships~ 
Stern speaks up in her own behalf by repeating that the concrete ap-
preach is the only way for childl.•en to learn abstract concepts~ 
11 It is certainly true that we have to make numbers concrete to make 
them accessible for the child~ There is no other w~ for the child 
to acquire abstract concepts but to develop them by himself from 
first hand experience with concrete objects~ However, not any 
concretization will do; number concepts can only emerge from a 
concrete representation that is true to the inner nature of num~ 
bers ~ Moreover, '\'Te must keep in mind that we are making numbers 
concrete to help the child recall number facts~ 11 3 
1 Herbert F~ Spitzer, 11A Device as an Aid in Teaching the Idea of 
Tens, 11 School Science and Mathematics, 42: 65-S, Jan~ 142, p~ 65~ 
2 Foster E. GTossnickle, i'i'illiam Hetzner and Francis A~ ''fade, 
Number as the Child Sees It~ Point Pleasant, Bucks County, Pennsylvania, 
Clymer Sale;-' Co., Inc., 1'§47, p~ 3~ 
3 C. Stern, . 11 The Natural i'fay to Numbers," Journal .2f Education, 
132: 248-50, Dec~ 149, p~ 248 




aJ.so for further validation of teaching techniques based on the measurement 
aspect of arithmetic~ 
The review also implies, and McConnell states directly, that tradition~ 
al group measuring methods seem inadequate for testing the results of the 
meaningful teaching of arithmetic~ While this thesis has entailed the 
building of a. concept test to measure the gro\'lth in arithmetical under-
standings made possible by the use of the Stern materials, absolutely no 
claim has been made that the test has solved the group measurement problem~ 
It would be surprising if it ha~ 
It has been observed that most concrete, syst.ematic arithmetic teaching 
techniques have been studied genetically, and that children with no back~ 
ground in meaningful arithmetic show· little or no progress \1hen instructed 
with Gestalt figures and tested for growth \'Tith traditional measuring 
devices~ Closely related to these tw·o facts is the ~othesis that only 
children with history of meaningful arithmetic should be subjected to a 
remedial group such as the one being studied~ It is not always easy, hor-r-
ever, to find groups of pupils whose arithmetic background can be firmly 
established as bearing the stamp of a meaningful lineage~ Moreover, the 
resources standing behind this work did not permit a \1ide search for such 
groups. Consequently, the group finally selected can be said to be of 
mixed arithmetic heritage-partly meaningful, and partly traditional.~ 
Limitations to the conclusions drmm :fl!rom this study are, again, im:posed~ 
If it can be agreed that the Stern materials function primarily to give 
form to number 1.mderstandings already learned by the child in a vague 'tTey, 
as w·~ suggested in the revie\'1 of' literature, then it seems fair to deduce 
that other things being equal, the older the child the more concepts he 
\rl.ll have which can be organized through the use of the materials~ This as-
sumes, of course, that concepts can be learned incidentally, even with 
traditional teaching~ Follo"Vring this line of reasoning, sixth..-grade 
children have been used in the evaluation of the Stern materials, despite 
the fact that they were designed for younger children in the four to seven 
age bracket~ Certainly, it does not seem necessary to d\'lell long on the 
hypothesis that the materiaJ.s are not too difficult for si:rlPh~ade pupils, 
whether below standard or not~ If pre-school children can learn arithmetic 
with the materials, then sixth~grade children ought rightly to be expected 
to do the same~ It will be seen later that the further expansion of the 
hypothesis that older children can more greatly benefit from the use of 
the materials has led to one of the conclusions for this stuey~ That 
conclusion i s that the materiaJ.s may prove to be of most vaJ.ue in preparing 
teachers to teach meaningful arithmetic~ 
Only one more finding from the review of literature will be mentioned~ 
It is in the form of a justification for the stuey~ Certainly Stern 's 
method of teaching arithmetic has enough theoretical and philosophical 
background to warrant its evaluation~ The point is that the materiaJ.s have 
not been constructed in a fanatical attempt to gain educational fame~ They 
are a respectable contribution to the methodology of teaching arithmetic, 
and, as such, their proper place, use, and validity must be defined~ This 
paper modestly hopes to be able to begin the work involved in such a 
definition~ 

completion~ Therefore, the materials were built according to plans and 
specifications that were pieced together from the text and illustrations 
of Stern's own book~ 
The Stern materials are based on the theory of measurement~ The idea 
is that the concrete representation of the num1ber 2 can be made to be twice 
as long as the representation for number 1~ Of course, number 3 can be 
made three times as long as number 1, and so on, up to the number 10~ It 
is block size in this case that m&ces concrete number symbolization possi-
ble. If a six block and a four block are laid end to end, it can be seen 
that the two together are as long as a single ten block. Moreover, a 
frame can be made that will just receive blocks of any size~ If it is a 
frame for ten 1s blocks, all combinations of blocks that just fit the frame 
will be concrete representations of number facts that add up to ten~ 
Counting is thus eliminated in the verification of number facts that have 
been demonstrated in concrete form~ 
It must be remembered, however, that where measurement takes place, an 
arbitrarily determined unit is implied~ The pupils must become familiar 
with the unit of measurement before counting for verification can be elimi-
nated~ The chief aid to this familiarization is found in the use of color~ 
The child comes to lcnow that, in this case, the blue block is the longest 
block, and, consequently, stands for number ten~ The same association is 
made between the remaining blocks and their characteristic color~ In fact, 
color differentiation is not needed except to facilitate rapid recognition 
of the various blocks~ Recognition by relative block size, or even, a 
printed number on each block, would not restrict the possible block manipu-
! lations~ Failure 
---==- r ·=---=--=-------= === 
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There -are-~hree whole plates and enough plates for each of the fracti~ 
from ~ to 1/10 to make up three \'Thole units. Altogether then, there are I 
one hundred sixty-five plates, each fashioned from ply wood~ To prevent j 
?~ possible association of color with number, a different color scheme has I 
been used for the fraction plates than \'ra.s used for the \'!hole-numbers ~ Each 
plate and its respective Fraction Frame has been painted according to the 
~ollo\·ring criteria: 1~ White, 1/2~ Dark blue, 1/3~ P..ed, 1/4~ Dark green, 
1/5~ <h-ay, 1/6~ Yelloi·r, 1/7~ Light blue, 1/8. Orange, 1/9~ Medium blue, 
and, 1/10~ Magenta~ In addition to its color, each plate is distinguished 
by the presence of the proper fraction number painted in black on one of its 
faces~ A light weight carrying case has also been constructed for the 
plates. It measures lia" x 11" x 1711 and contains nine partitions~ Each 
j recess thus formed holds three whole units, side by side, and on edge, and 
ce.n, ·therefore, be used in teacr.ing improper fractions. The box, '\'lith all 
the plates, t·reighs just under five pounds~ The ten frames, also constructed 
of ply '"ood, weigh t\'ro and one half pounds~ 
There are four more devices yet to be considered. All of them are 
frames, or trays loThich have been designed to take the number blocks in 
different w·ays. All of them are constructed of ply \<rood~ The Number Cases 
are used to familiarize the child \'lith the counting, the addition facts, and II 
the relationships of the numbers from one through ten. The Number Track is 
I used in various \•rays to demonstrate aJ.l four computationaJ. processes~ The 
Multiplication Machine is used for drill of the nrultiplic:ation facts from 
II one to ten. The Dual :Soard is used primarily to demonstrate the division 
I 
I~ process~ 
I 
I 
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that no more than. nine single cubes should be :placed in the slll8J..ler re-
ce:ptacle ·~ .Along the right hand side are :painted, in black, the numbers :from 
one to nine. The whole board, including the separate strips is :pa.inted the 
basic medium-green~ Altogether, it w·eighs three and one-hal:f :pounds~ 
The complete set o:f materials as it was constructed for this study has 
been described~ As a unit, the materials weigh about :forty-two :pounds and, 
when :packed carefully, can be made to ta..lte up little more than two cubic 
!feet o:f space~ The construction of the materials was a meticulous and time~ 
consuming task; so much so that it may be assumed that ~ their :purchase :from 
a commercial source would call :for a eonsiderable amount of money~ 
The materials as just described do not represent the complete set as 
used by Catherine Stern~ The following list gives those materials which 
were not used in this thesis~ 
Counting :Soard 
Pattern :Boards 
Street-Number Game 
.Ari tbmet ic :Soard 
Fretsaw Numerals 
Two-Place HOlder 
Zig-Zag :Soe.rd 
These materials have been omitted because they were designed to introduce 
1
and develop number concepts and skills which may safely be assumed to be 
a part of any sixth-grade child 1 s number repertoire~ Examples of the types 
of accomplishment a sixth-grade pupil should have achieved are these: 
1' Associating number symbols with number patterns, 2) Counting, 3) Writ 
I numbers, 4) i•(riting common aJ.gorisms~ 
II Also used by Stern is a small set of materials for extending the con-
l\ cretization o:f numbers beyond one hundred and on into the thousands~ Aside 
lj 
11 
., 
I 
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! 
! from those materials which ma~e up the systematic representation of the 
n'Ulllber idea, she also uses, in connection \·rith the teaching of denominate 
nUh1bers, some of the more common devices and objects, such as bottles or 
cans of different capacities, coins, calendars, etc~ Moreover, there is a 
large gro~p of semi-concrete materials that include such items as workbooks, 
I graphs, charts, etc~, which were also omitted as part of the equipment for 
this thesis~ 
Construction and Administration of the Concept Test 
The Stern method involves a meaningful approach to arithmetic through 
a concrete medium~ The \'lord 11meaningfu1 11 is used to describe a kind of 
teaching which concentrates on instructing the child in the arithmetical 
meaning of the number system~ These meanings have often been cal.led con-
cepts or understandings~ 
Just as it is inconsistent to teach a child to swim and test him for 
learning by having him run a foot race, so is it inconsistent to teach 
meaningful arithmetic and test for learning with a traditional computational 
test~ It may be said, however, that if the swimming lessons were intended 
to improve the physical fitness of the child, then he should be able to 
run a foot race better and faster. So may it al.so be said that if meaning-
ful arithmetic lays claim to the giving of a firmer grasp of quantitative 
thinking, in general, th~n computational skills, as a part of qtUUltitative 
I 
thinking, should also be improved. The most obvious conclusion is that 
II 
I' 
. i 
. there is a place for both the traditionaJ. computational test and the concept Jl 
1
1 test when the meaningf"ul method is used, or to put it another wa;v, the test- 11 
Jl ing device should be consistent with the initial. objectives for learning I/ 
~~--~~ outcomes~ Hottever, since a short """osure to a teaching method cannot be lj 
I 
II 
lj 
I. 

:j 
II ,l3 
): 
li to think that the little space which this section offers to the problems of 
i 
I constructing a concept test is sufficient~ Since this is considered a pilot 
II stu~, however, there seemed to be some justification for the use of the 
concept test that finally emerged. 
! 
:Because the concept test could not be thought of as a valid measuring 
device, it became necessary to use computational tests in addition to the 
concept test to measure the results of learning brought about by the use of 
the Stern materials~ In a certain sense, the testing program has thus met 
with defeat~ The instrument designed to measure the desired outcomes of 
the learning situation totas not valid, while the valid instrument did not 
measure the right outcomes. This limitation to the stuey i _s serious and 
must be well marked~ 
The test items were drawn from a list of objectives for the meaningful 
program that "ras compiled from the literature on arithmetic~ It might have 
been better to draw them from the learning experiences suggested by Stern, 
but the literature had the advantage of suggesting possible item forms~ 
The objectives lotill not be discussed here, but the reader can get some idea 
of their kind and type by turning to the appendix and looking at some of 
I the items in the srunple test that will be found there. There are four parts I 
to the test. Part I contains completion questions; Part II, multiple-choice;' 
Part III, true..:false, and, Part IV, derived multiple-choice~ For the \'lhole 
test, there are 28 items, but 64 answers are possible if the divisions of 
! the main items are counted. There are four hectographed pages to the test, 
I and the child marks his ans\rer choice on the test itself. The usual pre~ 
II cautions were taken to give concise but explicit directions to those taking , 
I 
\j the test~ 

In order to check the second testing, and yet to avoid the time 
necessary for rescoring and correlating by a 11chance-half11 technique, the 
Kuder~Anderson formula for the estimation of the reliability coefficient 
I was figured for both the initial and final tests. If the 11 chance-half11 
technique gives a high reliability coefficient on a firs t test administr~ 
tion, and the Kuder-.o\nderson estimation closely approximates this figure, 
then the estimation for the second test administration should approximate 
the one for the first sitting. If such is the case, it m~ be assumed that 
the use of the 11 chance~half11 technique with the results of the second 
testing situation would ~ield about the same figure as it did for the first 
testing situation~ If such is not the case, it m~ be assumed that a 
l 
I 
I 
1\ 
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11 ch.ance~half 11 technique applied to the second sitting would, for some reason, 
yield a low·er reliability coefficient~ 
The scores of the 30 pupils '\'tho took both administration of the con-
cept test were also correlated~ · T.he results of this correlation should not 
reflect on the reliability of the test since 'eleven \'leeks had elansed be~ 
tween the test and the retest situations~ A lower correlation coefficient 
1 
as compared '\'lith the reliability coefficient, should indicate differentiaJ. 
learning over the intervening time-span, which, after all, was the aim for 
the remedial group~ 
Little could be done to establish validity figures ~ ~~lore out of curi-
1 
I osity than to prove validity, the scores for the first test administration, 
1 \!J'ere correlated with the KuhJman-A.nderson I.Q.. scores and the Stanford 
~ -~hievement scores in computation, reasoning and average arithmetic~ The 
I! coefficie~ts were based on the scores of 31 pupils, except '\'Tith the figures 
\ for the I.Q.-concept correlation which 11ras based on 32 pupils. 
Selection of the Pupils for the RemediaJ. <h'oup 
The pupils who received instruction in the remed.iaJ. group \'lere chosen 
from a single sixth-grade classroom in a city which is suburban to Boston 
and has a better than average economic rating. The particular school in 
which the study was made dra'\'ts children from those families having the most 
adequate means in the city~ It cannot be implied, hO't'lever, that the child-
ren used in the remedial group were representative of this high-income 
status. Economic background was not considered an important factor in this 
"'.'l'Ork. 
The school system of the city has a rather wide reputation for its 
competent staff, its modern public school methods, and its superior equip-
ment. The school that entered into the study was equipped as well if not 
better than any in the city~ 
The teachers are permitted freedom in their choice of educational 
methods which resulted in a continuum of instructional techniques that ex-
tended from the so-called traditional to the so-called progressive~ Since 
the school system used a 6-3-3 plan, the sixth grade l'll'as the highest level 
in the school, and, consequently, a sixth-g1•ade pupil was apt to have re-
ceived many types of instruction in his educational history. It can there-
' fore be assumed that the pupils in the remedial group, all of "'.'lhom had 
attended the school regularly, had had some traditional and some meaningful. 
teaching in arithmetic sometime during their elementary schooling~ 
It was the practice in this school to start the systematic arithmetic 
program in the third grade, although the curricul'Wll guide covered all six 
I grades and also included the kindergarten~ The arithmetic curriculum guide 
I 
J 
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I Three or four acquaintances of the \'ll'iter l'tere also subjugated to a dis-
\ ! course on the materials 1 merits~ These exposures were never more than an 
I hour long, and there \otas little chance for experimentation and manipulation. 
This is mentioned here because many of the adults professed to hgve learned 
something about arithmetic that they had not previously lQlo\orn~ They seemed 
Jj to learn quickly and easily and w·ere higbJ.y stimulated. i'Tork should be 
I done to see if the more mature mind, or the high I.Q,. child, might not 
\ benefit most through the use of the materials~ 
I One final \'lor:d: it i'Tas not thought wise to allo\oJ" the remedial pupils 
to neglect their regular arithmetic lessons entirely~ This produces a 
I research problem since it cannot be said that their level of achievement 
at t h e end of the program was solely a result of the remedial work~ . To 
I that ·extent there are limitations to the findings in the next chapter which 
I pertain to achievement as a result of the use of the materials. 
Post-Program Testing 
At the end of the lS remedial sessions, every pupil in the classroom 
from l·Thich the group had been selected \'las subjected to the t\'IO arithmetic 
sections of the Stanford Achievement Tests, Intermediate Battery, Form ~1. 
These deal \'lith arithmetic computation and reasoning. The average of these 
two sections gives a third score i'rhich is kno\m as the "average arithmetic 
score." Like Form F of the same battery, l'Thich ,.,as used in selecting the 
remedial group, Form EM was administered by the regular classroom teacher 
as part of a system-.,-dde testing program~ The whole battery i'ras given in 
I two sittings covering a period of two days~ The tests were machine scored~ 
jl 
Ill the same concept test which had been used in selecting the group was again 
II 
About six and one-balf weeks after the last remedial grou1:> meeting, 
l~""-~~ 
I 
I! 
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1' administered to the whole class. 
I 
The test w·as given 'by the l't.riter who \'Tas 
/I II • I no longer connected \'rith the class 'but who made a special trip to the class- ·I I. 
room for the testing occasion~ 
Altogether, then, there were S test scores used in this study~ Six of 
these scor es were from the standro·dized Stanford Achievement Test, 3 of 
I which were obtained from Form F which was given 3 to 4 months prior to the 
j inauguration of the remedial group, and 3 of which \rere obtained from 
Form EM, •·rhich was given after the close of the group 1 s \'lOrk~ Tt1o of the 
eight scores \rere not sta.ndardi zed~ These ,.,ere the scores obtained from 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
!I 
I 
I 
the concept test. One score >'las obtained directly before the first remedial 1 
. I 
session, and another from the same test , .. ras obtained about six and one-half / 
! weeks after the remedial work had been completed~ All tests \·tere given to I 
jl the \'rhole class from which the remedial group '\<Tas selected. I 
I I~ I' These arithmetic scores '\'lere used to compare the remedial group with 
j/ the rest of the class before and after r emedial instruction, as \rell as to 
r compare the pre-program scores of the five pupils in the group '\'rith their 
, post-program scor es. Some indication of the effect of the use of the 
Stern materials could be found in this way~ 
Unfortunately, no one test was gi ven directly before and after the 
remedial program. The standardized scores covered a period of about six 
months, a month of \rhich included the remedial work~ The concept test 
scores covered a period of about t >·;o and one-half months, a month of which, 
again, included the remedial work. For that reason, the effect of the 
remedial program cannot be considered as the only factor in the change in 
scores. 
'I 
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Table l~ 
Scores for the Seven Pupils who met the Computation, ReAsoning, 
and Average Arithmetic Criterion, and the Lo\'rest Quartile Score 
for the Class 
Pupil Computation Reasoning Ave. 
No. Arith. 
1 5!06 5.2 5~5 
2 5~5 5.1 5~4 
3 5~6 5~0 5~4 4 5·5 5.2 5~4 
5 5~6 5~1 5.1~ 
25 6~2 5·5 5~9 
27 5~9 5~5 5~8 
Q,l for the 
Class 5~9 5~5 5~8 
The upper limits of the lowest quartile of scores for the 30 pupils_ in 
class was 5~9 on the computation test, 5~5 on the reasoning test, and 
on the average arithmetic scores~ It is immediately clear that all 
I' members of the remedial group, 
I falling below these scores. 
pupils l - 5, met the second criterion by 
I Of the remaining two pupils, pupil number 27 just met the upper limits 
1 of the lol-rest quartile on all three scores~ Her record read, Computation ...: 
5~9, Reasoning ...: 5~5, and Average Arithmetic - 5~8. She was included in 
,j the list of pupils qualified :for the remedial group. The other -pu-pil, num-
1 ~~ oer 25, met the upper limits of the lowest qusxtile in reasoning, but achieved 
11 
a score of 6.2 on the computation test, thus disqualifying her for the re_ 1! 
J
1 
medial group. Her average arithmetic score t-ras 5.9 just ~1 of a point above 1: 
the criterion level~ In order to give the teacher some choice of pupils in 
? .. 
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·-=====~11 was because she was not hawily adju:te: - :~ conversing with her , it be- ~~ 
l1 came clear that she couJ.d not tL."'l.derstand wey she \'las not chosen for tag and 
~~ the rest of it, nor why she wasn1t liked, nor what she should do about it; 
i It never became a personal affair , ho"1ever ~ 'tfuen she received indiviful.c.'U 
~~ help , she seemed to understand what was aske.d of her, but '\'Then left alone 
11 to do tests or complete projects, she rarely ever fuJ.filled these tasks~ 
I 
I 
II 
il 
'I She \'las apt to ask for more help tha..n she needed, perhaps for the social 
II encounter it offered, 
I j, In the remedial program she folJ.O\'led the same pattern~ She seemed to 
I understand all that went on, but to gain nothing because of it~ She was 
always too anxious to help to get the materit:>.ls out or put them &'lay~ She li 
1! 
seemed to like the idea of the program, but was not pa.rticuJ.arly interested li 
in the \l!ork that \vent on there. She frequently aS-~ed if the remediaJ. grou:p 
could not be made longer~ 
She admitted to not liking school very much, but said she didn't mind 
the subjects~ She liked her teacher very much~ As to arithmetic, she 
l li..~ed it 11about rnedii.un, 11 liked exercises best, and thought the problems \'fere \, 
I • 
I ~d~ She didn 1 ·~ lmol'r \'There she learned the most arithmetic~ She did not 
:I speak freely during the oraJ. quiz and had to be dra\m out skillfully if more ,, 
il than one--:1ord ans\1ers \IJ'ere . to be received~ 
I Summary 
J~ It is not :possible to summarize case histories in the strictest sense. 
II 
II It ca..n be said, hO\'lever, that all fi v o members of the remedial group had a 
11 
healthy and normal reaction to school· <:.md to their teacher. ,AJ.though these 
li p~ils represented those with very lot'l arithmetic achievement, they did not 
I confess to disliking the subject as heartily as might have been expected~ 
----------
-- -- -., -- --- · -
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Evidence 2!, Understanding 
The first generalization was encouraging. Moreover, the observation 
of the manifestations of the discoveries made gave the instructor a real 
feeling of satisfaction. One boy had been introduced to the Unit :Box and 
had filled it. His reaction indicated understanding and enjoyment. Later 
he was introduced to the 9-case and after working with it for a while, 
shouted, "Oh, I see, everything adds up to nine. No matter what you put 
in, it makes nine! 11 Immediately he went back to the Unit Box and applied 
his discovery to that box. He had no diffieul ty' with the remaining Number 
Oases and seemed to be greatly pleasei with himself as he continued his 
work. 
One of the girls had bu.ilt the 20-stair in the Twnety Case. When 
asked to point to the number 17, she pointed to the seven block in the up-
per half of the Case. The instructor asked if she had pointed to the 
whole number representation. She seemed uncertain, but after looking at 
the case for a molltent, she said, 10h, you have to put ten with it. .All 
these numbers up here ••• (pointing to upper half of Case) ••• go with these 
tens down here.• When asked to assemble blocks to make the number 27, she 
did so correctly. She had made a discovery that might eventually lead her 
to a better understanding of the tens basis of the number system. 
On one occasion, the group was plqing a game together. Starting with 
any number in the 901 s on the Number Track, each pupil was supposed to move 
his marker nine units down the track according to the instructions shown on 
a die that each was casting in turn. With the excitement of the contest, 
the game was progressing rapidly. One boy was having difficulty. Sinee he! 
could not subtract fast enough, he had resorted to counting nine units in~ 
8 5 
I 
·~--
11 
do'\'mward direction in order to find his new position. As a result he lvas 1! 
I, 
hopelessly retarded and afraid of losing the game because of missing a turn~ li 
In compassion, another boy breathlessly took the time to explain that the 
marker had only to be moved down 10 units and then 1.1p 1 unit. The second 
II 
II 
II 
boy had discovered a new way to subtract. Af'ter verification to make sure \! 
the system did not depriYe him full progress, the first boy learned the 1: 
principle, and entered into the game with new confidence and much noise~ ! 
II I 
I
I Another of the boys was i ntrigued by the Hulti-olication Machine~ He i 
1
1 tried a great many block combinations to make sure ~he correct products J<e:re ll 
I given to multiplication facts which he already knel'r. He expressed S'll.l':prise \ 
I 
that the numbers could be placed in such a way that the right ansvter \'tas 
always in the proper position~ To understand this better, he took all the 
I 
slides out of the machine and studied the table printed on the bottom of i~~ ~~ 
.Although he did not discover all the relationships existing in the Pythago- I 
rean Table, he did notice that each vertical series of numbers had its I 
I 
counterpart in a horizontal ro,.,r of numbers. I ~!hen asked why this had to be, 
he said he didn 1t know~ Later in the period he returned to the instructor. 
He had used t\'iO 4 blocks "in the empty machine to sho\v that the ans\'Ter 8 
had to be present twice, once when the blocks were placed horizontally and 
once when place vertically. He offered this as an answer to the instr.:tetor' ~ 
II 
.
1 
first question. 1'/hen asked \'Thy some numbers \'/ere not repeated tt-tice, like i' 
II 25, he properly sho,,red that five 5 blocks 't'tere 11 just as long one way as the !! 
I 
II 1 
other." This boy had proved to himself that 4 x 2 had to equal 2 x t~~ 
Jl Horeover , he had \'T~t \·tas probably his first introduction to the idea of 
squares. i'lith more experiences of thi~; ldnd, the boy might be led to the 
:! commutative la:'!.·r. His discovel'y "ms a good beginning for such a genere.liza.-
===~=--=:=l't=~=== ==-~· ---=-=-
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II Furthermore, if the pupil has a meager store of mathematical conce:pts, 
I/ he \'till need to learn more t han he could possibly learn in twenty 20-minute :1 
remedial sessions. Therefore, if the vie\'l)?oint is talcen U..at remediaJ. work 
II 
II 
should cause aritJ:'I..metic progress, \'l'hether it be accompanied by com:prehension 
or not , the Stern methods are, perhaps , not av useful as other procedures ~ 
If the viewpoint is ta.'lcen that remedial 't'TOrk should establish thorough I 
i understandings and mastery, regardless of the time consumed, the materiaJ.s !I 
II 'I 1 Illa\V prove to be an excellent remedial technique. 
II 
II This section has given a few· of the more important findings from the 
"·. 
1 \'lire recordings made dtu-ing the remedial sessions. They have been given in 
j! the form of interpretations of the remarks mac1e by the pupils while >'forking 
~~ with the Stern materials and, as such, have been subjective. Subject to 
ii :: ::::
0
:; ::•:t::::s :::~::::: ~:.:: :r:~der to discover ~~ 
Analysis of the Results of the Post-Program Testing II 
This section, the last of this chapter, will attempt to analyze the 
!i gains in arithmetic made by the remedial group~ The gains of each pupil 
11 \'Till be discussed and compared to the average gain of the class as a \vhole~ 
j Also, the average gain of the group \'rill be comparee. \'lith the average gains 
J . 
of the class. 
It wotlid be well to keep several points in mind~ First, none of the 
. tests given to the group or to the class exactly paralleled the time-span 
I! for the remedial group. Second, the remedial group participated in their 
1: 
~~ regular ari tl"..metic class during the l'rhole of the remedial program. :Both 
of these points should cause caution \'Then attributing the gains made by the 
II 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
II 
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Read the pr,oble,ns and f' cllow the dir ections carefully., 
In problems 2 through 9 ~ Wl' ite t e anzwer in t he blank 
space g i'\ren for each prob l em~ 
l Q Blacken lines b, c, d 8 and e to make them as long ir 
comparison wi th line-A as you are told to make them ~ 
Look at the line in the example. It has been made 
1/2 as long as line a. 
Example . 0 ~ 0 • a 0 e 0 
a • • 0 • 0 5 0 e ~ 
Make b 5/6 as long as a b c • 0 • ~ 0 e 0 ~ 
-
Make .9. 8 / 6 as long a s e. £. 0 . • 
" 
.. e 0 0 .. 
" 
Make ~ 2/3 as long as e·. £. .. " .. 0 0 ~ 0 " ., 
Make !. 6/6 as long as !:. e c 0 ~ 0 c .. C• 0 0 
2o Wrtte the l argest 5 place number •ou cana 
Without using Op wr.ite the smallest 5 place number 
you can. 
3o Using the figures i n the number 82»513, write the 
largest number you cane 
tlse the same figures ·to make the smallest number 
you cano 
4o 682 equals 500 plus 
.682 equals 602 plus 
682 equals 600 plus 80 plus_ 
682 equals 400 plt.:iS 200 plus 
682 equals 500 plns :~oo less 
j_j_6 

II .. Read the d.irectiona v~ry ca:r.etuJ.ly and then put E~. c1rc,1e 
around ·the cor rect answer , 
1., Circle the number with t.he largest figure i n the 
lO's plac c:a ., 
ao 9078 b. 8 , d., 363 
2 .- Which number is about 5 t im1es .as large as 190? 
a . 500, b. 1000~ Co 9000 1 do 4500 
3.. Which is t he shorte st?. 
Elo 1/4 yd., p b ..  "J./6 yd ., 9 
4., When the de.oimal poin·:; · ;J re.m.oved from .. 93D that 
number i :s~ 
a ., r~~ ul tip lied by 10 . 
b. Divided by 100& 
c. Multplied by 100 . 
do Dlvided by 10.., 
eg Dnchangedo 
III .. Some ot the :following ata"i:.ements are true and some ot ;;hem 
are fa lsao If you think t he sta tement is ·true 21 put a 
circle around the T.. It you think it is false~ put a 
circle around the Fa 
T (!} 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
~~~~- 19 is great er t han 9lo 
lo 0 tj~es a number equals that number o 
2 o When numbers o the1:- than 0 are added l) t he answe:? 
.is greater than any of t.he numbers added o 
3 o When whole number :3 EU 'e divided by whol e number Rn 
the answer is a lways greater than t he number 
divided 

